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### 

New book ‘Citizen King’ teaches readers personal empowerment 
Les Jensen, host of New Human Living Radio, brings fresh perspective on personal power 

BOULDER, Colo. — Working as an engineer in television broadcasting, author Les Jensen spent much of 
his career around high-power transmitters. This career led him to draw the comparison between the 
energy emitted by these devices and the internal power of people. His new book, “Citizen King: The New 
Age of Power” (published by Balboa Press), discusses the potential that lies within every person. 
 
“My book teaches you how to get your ego to trust the power of your heart and then show up for yourself 
by taking action, bringing that inspiration into fulfillment,” Jensen says. 
 
Believing that the world needs authentic wisdom, Jensen wrote his book as a guide to navigating 
turbulent times. He asserts that people already have higher wisdom residing within them, but just have to 
figure out how to unlock it in order to discover their personal power.  
 
An excerpt from “Citizen King”: 
 

“‘Citizen King: The New Age of Power’ represents a new age of power emanating from 
citizens acting like kings. Not citizens acting like kings with dominion over other citizens, 
but rather, citizens acting like kings in their own personal kingdom, in their own personal 
story, in their own personal potential.” 

 
Readers can learn more at www.newhumanliving.com.  
 
“Citizen King” 
By Les Jensen 
Hardcover | 6 x 9 in | 152 pages | ISBN 9781504335058 
Softcover | 6 x 9 in | 152 pages | ISBN 9781504335034 
E-Book | 152 pages | ISBN 9781504335041 
Available at Amazon and Barnes & Noble 
 
About the Author 
Les Jensen has worked in the Denver, CO broadcast television market as an engineer for more than 25 
years. He received two Emmy nominations, and was a winner of the Herb Schubarth Award, Gannett’s 
highest award for engineering achievement. In 2009, Les created New Human Living, a platform that 
promotes personal empowerment. He is also the host of New Human Living Radio. He makes his home in 
Boulder, Colorado, where he enjoys hiking, exploring the Rocky Mountains and engaging others in 
dialogue about the philosophy of human nature. 
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